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1.1 Goal. Most of the work in synthesis has been in the area of 
two-ports containing linear, lumped, finite, passive and bilateral 
elements. The purpose of this work is to extend the scope of know-
ledge such that the terms passive and bilateral may be removed. That 
is, it is desirable to synthesize system functions that result from two-
ports including active devices. To achieve this goal it is necessary to 
define and classify the active devices. Although the pole-zero structure 
of the passive two-port y and z parameters is well known from passive 
synthesis, the pole-zero structure of (i) the passive g and h parameters 
and (ii) the parameters of two-ports containing active devices must be 
determined. Further, the system functions, that is, the driving point 
and the transfer functions, that result from combining active and pass-
ive two-ports must be determined. The goal of this work is to achieve 
the above parameter investigation and then develop a synthesis procedure 
for the system functions. Further, it is desired to reduce the problem 
to a problem in passive synthesis. where extensive work has been done. 
1.2 Past and Present Synthesis Philosophy. Initially, network 
synthesis was concerned with the problem of synthesizing a driving point 
or transfer function of a passive two-port. For the past several years 
l 
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the work has been extended in two directions. An effort has been made 
to extend the theory to include n•ports which contain only resistors, 
inductors, capacitors and transformers, that is RLCM networks (1),(2). 
The other effort has been directed toward the synthesis of two-ports con-
taining active devices as well as RLCM networks (3). The active devices 
allowed, however, were negative impedance converters and gyrators. The 
problem here is that these devices are complex and difficult to achieve 
in actual practice and therefore, have not gained wide acceptance. Their 
use and value in synthesis is that negative resistors, capacitors and in• 
ductors can be achieved. This simplifies many synthesis techniques. How-
ever, the difficult problem of synthesis with such active devices as 
transistors, tubes and field effect transistors, per se, still exists. 
Therefore, this work is in the synthesis area where the term active two-
port refers to a two-port containing a transistor, tube or field effect 
transistor. The parameters of the active two-port are, primarily, the 
parameters of the active devices. 
If the negative impedance two-ports are not to be allowed, then 
other characteristics must be employed. In this work the unsymmetrical 
and non-reciprocal characteristics of the allowed active devices are 
exploited in order to synthesize a system function. Further, the active-
ness of the device is used. Moreover, it seems that most active devices 
of the future will also exhibit the unsymmetrical and non-reciprocal 
nature of the devices employed today. Hence, the synthesis procedure 
developed in this work may also be applied to these future devices. 
The difficulty of synthesis with active devices without modification 
is that the algebra becomes difficult. Tnat is, the pole-zero structure 
of the parameters and the system functions becomes both difficult to 
3 
determine and to follow as interconnecti0ns of the two-ports are made. 
The application of the root-locus techniques, which have solved numerous 
problems in the servo field, minimized this problem exceedingly well. In 
Chapters III and IV root-locus theory is used to prove theorems that would 
otherwise be algebraically difficult to prove. Further, this technique 
! 
provides valuable insight into the variation of the pole-zero structure 
as magnitude factors and parameters are varied. The application of root• 
locus techniques quickly determines the feasibility of certain networks 
to perform as specified. 
The synthesis of general RLC system functions relies upon a 
balanced bridge to obtain the desired characteristics. One such method 
as the Bott-Duffin algebraic algorithm gives exact component values that 
must be achieved exactly or the bridge balance does not exist and the 
specifications are not met. It seems desirable to make a trade off be-
tween exact mathematical algorithms and networks that wili tolerate com• 
ponent variation. This has been done in this work. That is, the synthes-
is procedure does not specify the component value as exactly as an algo• 
rithm does, but the finished networks does not depend upon a balanced 
bridge. In fact, it seems desirable to develop procedures that exhibit 
tolerance of the same order of magnitude as that of the components. 
In particular, an objective of this work is·to achieve the synthesis 
of RLC functions using only RO networks and active devices. This was 
accomplished by using root-locus theory. Finally, if an RLC system 
function and an active device is the input to the procedure, the output 
is a specified passive RC two-port. The problem is considered to be 
solved at this point because it has been reduced to a passive synthesis 
problem. 
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Chapters II and III are concerned with the c.lass:i.fication of active 
:twQ .. pQ;r.ts,. the rdationships of the various pat·ameter sets and the pole-
zero structure of the cem.posite two-port parameters. Existing passive 
two, .. port theory was drawn upon extensively whenever possible. However, 
certain essential unknown relationships between the various passive para-
meters were derived and proven in order to make later theorems as general 
as possible. The actual synthesis procedures are developed in Chapters 




2.1 Introduction. This chapter, in general, discusses the broad 
definitions of passive, active and potentially unstable two-ports and the 
necessary interconnections leading to the required synthesis in latter 
chapters. In particular, the active two-port used in this work is de-
fined in terms of the active device. The two-ports considered are 
linear and lumped; hence, the two-port parameters are rational functions. 
2.2 Classification of Two-ports. Two-ports are broken down into 
two groups, active and passive. A representation of a two-port is shown 
in Figure 2.2.1.._ along with the voltage and current sign convention. 
'"'5;. 
+ + 
Figure 2.2.1. Two-port Voltage and Current Convention. 
5 
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The two-ports, normally of in.terest in communic.at:l.on circuits, are de• 
graded in that a common terminal exist between the two-ports. This c.on• 
straint is important because these circuits in most environments will be 
subjected to spurfou.s electromagnetic. radiation which will be of the 
same order of magnitude as the signal and operated on by the two-port in 
the same manner as the signal, unless one terminal of all ports is main= 
tained at ground potential. This is a real problem that mu.st be consider-
ed in both active and passive circuits. 
Using the voltage and current conventions indicated in Figure 2.2.l 
a non-active or passive two-port is defined by 
(2.2 .• 1) 
Or in matrix notation 
(2.2.2) 
'l'hat is, the two~port i.s not capable of power gain at any frequency or 
for any termination. In this work the two-ports of interest which may be 
either active or passive have parameters that are frequency independent; 
unless explicitly stated otherwise, and hence~ Equation 2.2.2 becomes 
Using y•parameters the relationship between the voltages and currents for 
the twoaport is 
(2.2.4) 
where 
In general ~i~ will not be from a reciprocal two-port, that is, y12 1 
y21 • However, tij] may be written as the sum of a symmetric and skew-
symmetric matrix (4), such as 
Yu Y12 + Y21 0 Y12 - Y21 
7 
2 2 (2.2.5) + • 
y21 + Y12 
122 
Y21 - Yl2 
2 0 2 
Substituting Equation 2.2.5 into Equation 2.2.4 and putting the results 
into Equation 2.2.3 gives, 






0 >'12 .. Y21 v 
2 l 
y1v~ ~ o. 
Y21· - Y12 
0 v2 
2 
Equation 2.2.6 will be true for all values of v1 and v2 if and only 
if the first matrix of Equation 2.2.6 is positive definite since the last 
matrix contributes nething to the quadratic form in v1 and v2• The neces• 
sary and sufficient conditions for the matrix to be positive definite are 
given by Equation 2.2.1.a, Equation 2.2.7.b, and Equation 2.2.7.c. 
Y11 > O. 
Y22 > 0. 
2 





Definition 2.2.1. A two-port is said to be passive if its y•parame-
ters satisfy Equation 2.2.1. 
Definition 2.2.2. A two-port is said to be active if its y-param.e-
ters violate any of the conditions of Equation. 2.2.7. 
The two-ports containing only RLCM elements always satisfy Equation 
2.2.1, and hence, Equation 2.2.7. Further, they always are uncondition-
ally passive. Tb.is type of two-port is used to introduce the frequency 
dependent nature of the overall two-port when interconnected with an 
active two-port that is frequency independent. 
Definition 2.2.3. The degree of activeness, A, is defined to be 
(Y12 + Y21) 2 
A - • 
- 4Yu Y22 • 
(2.2.8) 
Therefore a two-port is active if A is greater than one, whereas it is 
lossless if A is equal to unity and it is passive if A 1s less than one. 
Tb.at is, if A is less than one no power.gain is possible. The size of A 
is an indication of how active the two-port is. Normally the parameter 
matrix of the active two-port will be the parameters of the active device 
without any external modification. However, an example will be given 
to show how a passive two-port may contain an active device. Example ,h .• If, 
2.2.1. Typical y•parameters for a transistor connected in the comm.en 
emitter configuration are 
yrl = 1 x 10·3 = k11, 
Yiz = ·2 x 10·6 = -k12 , 
y;l = l x 10-2 = k21' 
a .... 5 
y22 = 1 x 10 = k22 • 






A Ao. 2500. 
If a feedback conductance, Gf is connected from the base to the collector 
the overall y-parameters become 
a 
Y11 = Y11 + Gf' 
a 
Y12 = Y12 - Gf' 
a 
Y21 = Y21 - Gf: 
a 
Yzz = Yzz + Gf • 
The expression for A is then 
~-2 x 10·6 • Gf) 
A= 
4 [ (1 x Hr-3 + Gf) 
( 1 x 10 -2 • Gf) J 2 
( 1 x 10"'5 + Gf~ 
a 
If Gf >> y21 , then Equation 2.2.10 becomes 
(2.2.10) 
2 
For Gf < 4 the two-port is passive although it contains an acd..ve element. 
This is now a conditionally passive two-port. 
The classification of active two-ports is considered ne1i:t. A two-
port is said to be unconditionally stable or absolutely stable if 
2 Re ( Y11(Jw)) Re(y22 (jw)) - Re(y12 (jw)Y21 (jw)) > 
[112 (jw) Yz1 {jw)] • 
(2.2 .11) 
and if Equation 2.2.11 fails, the two-port is potentially unstable (5). 
This condition guarantees that the Re(YIN) of the terminated two-port will 
be greater than zero for all termi.natiens at the specified frequency. If 
the two-port parameters are independent of frequency then the condition 
10 
for unconditioned stability is 
Y11 Y22 - Y12 Y21 > O. (2.2.12} 
The active two-ports of interest here are those containing active 
devices such that Equation 2.2.7.c is violated but the activeness is 
such that Equation 2.2.11 is satisfied. However, after combining the 
unconditional passive two-port, [ Ylj], with the active but absolutely 
stable two-port{y~j] the resulting two-port,( yij] , may be condition-
ally passive, as Example 2.2.l illustrates, it may be active and abso-
lutely stable or it may be potentially unstable. An example of the latter 
case is now given using the parameters of the active device in Example 
2.2 .• 1. 
Using the device parameters of Equation 2.2.9 and analyzing the 
camposite two-port obtained by connecting a capacitor from input to 
output the Equation 2.2.11 for stability becomes 
2k11 k22 .. Re [= (k12 + jwc) (k21 - jwc)J 
1 (k12 + jwc) (k21 - Jwc) 1 
Taking the real part of Equation 2 •. 2.13 gives 
2k11 k22 + k12 k21 + 2e2 
~ 1. (2.2.13) 
> 1. (2.2.14) 
For instability the conditions on we are obtained by solving Equation 
Substituting numerical values for the k•parameters gives 
l 
we > [ 2 ] ~ x 10-4 (2.2.15) 
11 
for a potentially unstable two•port. Or in otherwords, Re(Yrn) of the re-
sulting two-port will be negative for certain terminations. It is well 
to note that a potentially unstable two-port does not necessarily lead 
to an unstable system. If the resistance of the generator that is driv-
ing the resulting two-port is larger than 1/Re(YIN) then the overall 
system is stable(6). Further, note that it was necessary to test the 
resulting two-port with Equation 2.2.11 since the resulting parameters 
were frequency dependent. 
This leads to the definition of the initial active two-port of 
interest in this work and furthermore those that are encountered most 
often in practice. 
Definition 2.2.4. A type I active two-port is a two~port that (i) 
satisfies Equation 2.2.7-a, Equation 2.2.7-b and Equation 2.2.12 but 
violates Equation 2.2.7-c. (ii) It is frequency independent. (iii) It 
is non-symmetrical and non-reciprocal. 
Tb.is rules out such devices as tunnel diodes, unijunction tran-
sistors or any combination of devices such that y11 and y22 are nega-
tive. This definition includes such devices as the vacuum-tube, tran~ 
sistor and field-effect transistor. Except vn~en explicitly stated other-
wise an active two-port will be type I. 
2.3 Topological Considerations. The intercwnnections that will 
allow the parameters of the passive and active two-ports to simply add 
will be discussed next. Also, the restrictions on the absolutely passive 
two-ports, imposed by the requirement of a common terminal between the 
two-ports, and the resulting topology will be considered. 
Consider Figure 2.3.1. Using the y-param.eters the relationships 
between the currents and voltages of the active and passive two~ports 
12 
are respectively, 
~~] [ Y!l Y!2] [ ::] (2.3 .1) = ' ia y21 Y22 2 
f:U = [~l ~2] [ :j • (2 .. 3.2) y2l Y22 
If in making the connections shown in Figure 2.3.l the connections did 
not alter the original active and passive two ... ports such that ~~J and 
~~~ change, then these matrices will continue to represent the indi-
vidual two-ports after the inter .. connection occurs. 
From Figure 2.3.1 
a P 
il = il + il ., (2.3.3.a) 
• 
In terms of the y•parameters the relationship between i 1, 12 and v1, v2 
is 
[::] • (2.3.4) 
Substituting Equation 2.3.l and Equation 2.3.2 into Equation 2.3.3 and 
(2.3.5) 
Or in other words, under the conditions described above the resulting 
y-parameters are the sum~£ the active and passive parameters. 
[ y?. ] LJ 
. . 
[ y.~ ] LJ 








•, [YfJ] "2 \ 
\ 
·- 1"l .... 
Figure 2.3.2. Validity Test for y12 and. y22 for a Shunt"'.shunt 
Interconnection: v must be Zero. c 
13 
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The test to determine if the interconnections affect the original 
parameters is as follows. Connect the input ports together as desired 
and, depending upon which set of parameters are appropriate, either 
short circuit er open circuit the out-put ports. After applying a 
voltage v2 determine if the voltage, vc, between the points ef the two .. 
ports to be connected is zero. If it is: cennecting the two-ports will 
not affect the original parameter. Figure 2.3.2. illustrates the test 
for y22 and y12 • 
If the above tests are applied with positive results and if s~itable 
topological arrangements are made then the z, h, and g parameters alse 
add. That is, if the z•parameters are used, then a series•series con• 
nection is necessary. if the h~parameters are used then a series-shunt 
connection is necessary, while if tb.e 8"'PS:rametet•s are used a shunt• 
series connection is 11.ecesH:t'Y• 
Figure 2.3.3,, shtlWS the allowable topology for the y and z configu• 
rations. The requirement of a comm.an terminal and the requirement that 
the parameters are invariant under. the twe~port interconnections are 
such that no useful g or h composite two .. port results. Note that only a 
limited z•parameter passive twe-port arrangement is possible, but that 
the most general comm.on terminal is valid fer they-parameters, However, 
if transformers are allowed, as demonstrated far the h-parameters in 
Figure 2.3.4, any configuration of a passive three terminal two~pert is 
allowed for all parameter sets. Further, if the common terminal con-
straint is removed, then the additi0n of parameters is valid for the z-
parameters and the most general three terminal network may be used. See 
Figure 2.3.5. 
A general representaticm of inter.connected passive and active two-
15 
/ 
. (a)~ A shunt-shunt connection for y-parameters • 
___ __. . [ z:n 
(b). Series-series connection for z-parameters. 
Figure 2 .3 .3. Valid Connections Between· a11 Active and Passive 
Two•portfor Parameters to Add. 
Figure 2 .3 .4. Valid Intercomiection Between Two=ports Using a 
Transformer such that the h-parameters Add and a Conunon 
Ground Exist Between Input and Out-put. 
16 
ports is shown in Figure 2.3.6.a. The resulting t:wo~·port is shown in 
Figure 2.306.b. An expression for the generalized twe..,port parameter is 
The intercennections :i.n. box.es one and two are shunt or series depending 
upon which set of par.am.eters is used. 
Because in most passive synthesis studies t.:r.,jgnsf@:rcmers are al.lowed. 
and because one goal o.f this work is t:o exten.d the knowledge of two-
po:r:t parameters su.c.h that active two=pe:rts are included, the necessary 
realizibil.ity conditions to be derived in. Chapter III are determined in 
terms of the generalized two~port pa:rametel:s. Hence, for the g and h 
parameters these conditions are valid 81'.l.d the interconnections of 
Figure 2. 3. 6 are valid €:•nly if trans:f.o:r.mers are used. However. P one 
g1,al of this w,mrk is t:10 ach:i.e.ve the act:ual syn.thesis itlf system, fu:nct.i.ons 
wit:h.,r;,u.t using t:r.ansfi:1>JL'n1et·s. Theref:o:re the actual synthesis of d:i:·iving 
ptd.nt and t::ransfe:r. functions wi.U be done in t.er.ms ef y-parameters in 
o:rde:1:· to circumvent the 11eed f<OJl'I.' t:r,m1sfa;,me:ics. And yet, the most geneI·-
2..A: Rel_at.i~1nships Between the '.l;'.wc1,=,po·r.·t Par:ameter:sii. .The relati.on"" 
ship between the f1J11.:i'.t' sets of par.amet:e:rs y ~ z ~ h and g are discussed 
ze,r,:i pl,:.1ts of the y and z pa:c-amet:e:rs ar.e well known from passive two~ 
po:rct synthesis; therefo:re:, the pole~ze:r::·o p].0;ts of the g and h paramete:.:·s 
may be determined by relating the g and h paz:amet:ers tci the y and z 
pa:rameters. Table I shows the i11te:rr.1:eJLat:Lor1ships. 
:le 1-----------
Figure 2.3.5. Valid Topology for the Z":'parameters to Add if the 





I [Aij] I 
Figure 2.3.6. Generalized Interconnected Two=port. 
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hll = l/yll 
h12 = ·Y12IY11 
h21 = Y21IY11 
h22 = l/z22 
TABLE I 
PARAME?ER RELATIONSHIPS 
811 = l/z11 
812 = -z12/zll 
g21 = z21/zll 
822 = l/y22 
18 
As an example of the information that may be gleamed from Table I, con-
sider y11 and h11 • It is known that the poles and zeros of y11 are inter-
laced on the negative real axis and that the one nearest the origin, if 
net at the origin, is a zero(7). The number of poles, one of which may 
be at infinity, exactly equals the number of zeros. Because h11 is the 
reciprocal of y11 it follows that the number of zeros, one of which may 
be at infinity, exactly equals the number of poles, one of which may be 
at zero. The poles and zeros are interlaced on the negative real axis. 
Note, the description of h11 exactly fits the pcle-zero pattern for a 
general z11 • In fact, for the passive two-port with a shorted out-put, 
the impedance seen looking into the input is exactly h11 • The specific 
two-port z11 is determined, however, with the out"put open-circuited 
and is not equal to the specific h11 , but the pole-zero pattern of a 
general z11 and h11 is identical. 
Further conclusions can be drawn from Table I. For example h12 
and s21 as defined in Table I are the open circuit voltage gain from 
the output port to the input port and the forward open circuit voltage 
gain of the two-port respectively. The characteristics of these two 
19 
gain functions are well known from passive twomport theory. In par$ 
ticular, i.t is known, that the numerator cannot exceed the degree of the 
denominator(7); hence, the degree of the numerator of h12 and g21 cannot 
exceed the degree of the denominator. By relating h21 and g12 to the 
short circuit current gain functions it can be stated that the degree 
of the numerator of h21 and g21 cannot exceed the degree of the denomi= 
nator. Thi.s is in contrast to the o:ffmdiagonal terms of the y and z 




3.1 Introduction. In this chapter theorems are proven concerning 
the generalized two-port parameter, i\ . . , which resulted from the to-
1J 
pology specified in Chapter II. The relationship between the general 
. ,P passive ,.., . 
1J 
pole-zero and the i\ .. resulting from combining an active 
1J 
and a passive two-port is developed. The relationship between the pole-
zero plot of the parameter of the particular passive two-port used and 
the pole-zero plot of the resulting A,. is also determined. For the g, 
1J 
hand z parameters, t.he theorems hold if transformers are allowed and a 
common terminal is required whereas the theorems are true for they-
parameters without transformers. Further the theorems are also true for 
the z-parameters without transformers if a connnon terminal is omitted. 
The restriction on the passive two-port is that it contain only RC. or 
RL elements. 
3.2 Necessary Condition of All and Azz• Given that 
"-·. A~. a = + -;.. .. l.J 1J 1J (3.2.1) 
then All = p "-11 + a All (3.2.2) 
where 
p Han(s + ai) Han(s) 11 
Au = = 
n(s + Pi) d(s)u 
(3 .2.3) 
and a A;u = k1~ ._.l[. > o. (3.2.4) 
20 
21 
Ha is defined to be the magnitude factor and is a positive constant. 
When it is necessary to denote the magnitude factor for a particular set 
of parameters, say they, the a subscript will be changed toy. a1 is a 
zero of i\.il and pi is a pole of i\.ij• n(s)ij is the numerator poly-
nomial of 11.ij and d(s)ij is the denominator polynomial of. 1.ij• The TI 
sign indicates multiplicatior, .• From passive two~port theory the following 
is known concerning RC or RL driving point function(7). 
1. The a1 •s and the pi's are interlaced on the negative real 
axis of the s•plane. 
2. na - np = 0 ± 1, 
where 
n8 = degree of n(s) 11 ~ 
np = degree of d(s) 11 • 
3. If na - np == O~ all the critical frequencies are finite and 
non-zero; whereas if n.8 - np = ± l there may be poles or zeros 
of i\.il at zero or infinity on the s"'plane .. 
4. The number of zer!C)S and the number of poles are exactly equal. 
5. i\.il is positive real and a rational function. 
Next a theorem on "JJ.l is stated and then proven. 
Theorem 3.2.1.. Given i\.u as defined by Equation 3.22~ then: 
1. The poles ef An will be the the peles of 
p 
same as All • 
The zeros of "'11 will be shifted from the zeros of 
p toward "11 2 -· 
the poles of i\.11 as ku goes from zero to infinity. 
3. The polewzera plot of i\.ll wi.11 satisfy the requirements on the 
pole00 zero plot of a general i\.il with the except.ion of con"' 
dition tw,q,: above. Fu.rt.her, the degree of the denominator, 
~(s) 11 , of i\.1.1 can equal or be one less then the degree of 
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the numerator, N(s) 11 of 11.11 , but the degree of D(s) 11 cannot 
exceed the degree of N(s) 11 • 
4. All is positive real. 
Proof: 
Equation 3.2.2 m.ay be written as 
H8 n(s + a1) + k11 n(s + Pi) N11Cs) 
lu = = - • 
n(s + P1) n11 (s) 
(3.2 • .5) 
Inspection of Equation 3.2.S shows the poles of 11.11 to be the same as 
the poles of 11.ii• The numerator N11 (s) is given by 
N11 (s) = H8 n(s + a1} + k11 n(s + P1) ~ 
[l + (kiJH8 ) (n(_s + p1)) ]. • = H.a n(s + .a1) 
n(s + .a1) 
(3.2.6) 
(3.2.7) 
ri.iques to dt!lt111rm.bt~ the '!:'tO~ts of Nu (iii)~ which at'e the ur10is of AU• 
Asi.n.we ku may be varied :f:r.-.,m, u:ro to infinity. From. root .. locu.s theory 
it .is kn!Own. that: t'b.e :r.oots of N11 (s) will be locatl!:ld at the a11 s for k11 
= 0; as k11 is increased the roo·ts of N11 (s) u1ove toward the Pi Is (8). 
:Because th.e· num.be1· of ai I s exactly equ.a~ the number of p1 us if the possi"' 
ble a1.: or p1 at infinity is counted, and because all the critical 
frequencies are located on the negative real axis of the s~plane and are 
interlaced, the roots of N11 (s) remain on the negative real axis for 
all positive values of k11• 
To prove part three, .:note that the degree of N11 (s) is the degree 
of n11{s) or d11 (s) which ever is larger, but that the degree of n11 (s) 
is always the degree of d11 (s). All is positive real because adding a 
positive constant to a positive real f~nction gives a positive real 
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function. 
Corollary 3.2.1. Given two polynomials ins, Q(s) and P(s), where 
the roots of Q(s) and P(s) are interlaced on the negative real axis, 
then the roots of M(s) are interlaced on the negative real axis of the 
c0mplex s-plane, where M(s) = aQ(s) + bP(s) and a> O, b > o. 
Equation 3.2.6 may also be factored as 
(3.2.8) 
Then the roots of the numerator of tne bracket term move from the p.'s 
. l. 
to the a1•s as k11 goes from infinity to zero respectively. Re$ardless 
of the factoring, the roots of the numerator of the bracket term will 
be the same for a given k11 and R8 and they will be located between the 
pi I s and the a1 ' s. Denote these roots as the ~i I s. Th.en Equation 3 .• 2.8 
may be written as 
(3.2.9) 
If n8 :c:: npv then 
Ka :c:: Ha + ku~ (3 .. 2.10) 
if n8 = np + 1, then 
Ka= Ha (3.2.11) 
.and if n a = np - 1, then 
Ka= k11• 
11.22 will be considered nexto From Equation 3.2.1 an expression 
for "22 is 
(3.2,.13) 
where 




l k > 0 22 = 22 .• (3.2.15) 
. p 
bi is the root of the numerator of A22 • Because of the similarity between 
11.11 and 1.22 and because the general pole-zero plots of lil and 11.~2 meet 
the same conditions, the following theorem may be stated concerning 11.22 • 




The poles of 11.22 will be the same as the poles of 11.22 • 
The zeros of 122 will be shifted £rem the zeros of 1.22 toward 
the poles of 11.~2, with the amount of shift depending upon the 
.. . a 
size of 11.22 • 
3. The pole-zero plot of l 22 will satisfy the requirements on 
the pole-zero plot of a general 11.~2 with the exception that 
the degree cf n22 (s) can equal or. be one less th~n the deg:r:·ee 
of N22 (s) but not greater. 
4. 122 is a positive real function. 
Denote the roots ef N22 (s) by Pi 3 ·· then an expression for )1.22 is 
~ n(s + ~1) 
n(s + Pi) 
(3.2.16) 
where~ is defined by equations simi.lar to Equatiens 3.2.10, 3.2.11 and 
3.2.12. ~i is the root of 122 or the shifted root. 
Although the above two theorems were developed for the case of no 
privau poles in the passive two-port, the theorems, as stated, hold if 
private poles are allowed. Further, an interpretation of the above two 
theorems is that given a pole-zero plot, it could not be determined if 
it originated from a general passive RL or RC 11.1~ or from a composite 
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A.ii unless a pole at infinity existed.. That is, part three of the above 
two theorems rules out a pole at infiRity for the rational function Ji..11 
of the composite two-pert. 
3.3 Pole-zero Structure of the Off-diagonal Term 11.12 • 





a > O, 
± an(s + zi) 
n(s + Pi) 




The positive sign hol.ds for the z and h parameters and the negative 
. . 
sign ho·lds for the y and h. param~ters t~espectively. This is true for 
both the active and passive pax·ameters. See Appendix A. From passive 
two•port theory the following is known about RC and RL functions(!). 
l. The pi's are on the negative real axis. 
2. The degree, nz,, of n12 (s) may be O, l, 2 ••••• np + l, 
for z and y parameters or O~ l~ 2 ••••• np for hand g, 
where np is the degree of d12 (s). 
3. The zi's are on the negative real axis for series ladder net~ 
works, but for lattice. structures the z. 0 s may be complex con ... 
J. 
jugates. 
4. The p. 1 s are always on the negative real axis. 
l. 
N12 (s) may be expressed as 
± N12 (s) = an(s + zi) + k12n(s + Pi). 
In order to determine tb.e roots of N12 (s) by root..,locus techniques 
Equation 3.3.5 may be written as 
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(a/k12) (rr(s + z1)) 
+ l (3.3.6) 
It is important to note that for N12 a positive sign. wi.11 always occur 
in the bracket term for the volt.age and current convention shown in 
Figure. 2. 2 •. l. The zeros of N12 (s) will start on the p1 ' s and move toward 
the zi I s as kiz is varied from infinity to zero, respectively .• 
T.o i.Uu.str..at.e the wide r.·ange of values t.h.e :t'oait.s of N12 (s) may have 
and to demonstrate the :t'!!J;ot"·l<®cu.s met:h.od as appli.ed to syri.t.hesis 11 several 
examples are presented. 
Example 3 .3 .1. n -· 2 and the z. 0s are complex. Figure 3.3.1 z l 
shows the root-locus plot for this case; that is, the movement of the 
roots of the numerator of the bracket te:tm in Equation 3.3.6 is shown 
as k12 is assumed to vary from infinity to zer(l. 'l'he triangles i~gicate 
the direction of movement as well as a possible value, say "(i a root of 
N12 {s) can take on. Note from Figure 3~3.l that if p1 happens to be at 
the origin the plot would remain the same. Further» p2 could be at in= 
fini ty and the plot would be the smn.e » al though 'Y2 would have further to 
move from p2 to z1 as k12 goes from infinity to zero~ I:1(, however 1 the 
A~2 is a non-minimum phase function i.e., the zeros are in the right half 
plane, then the roots of N12 (s) will move into the right half plane as 




Figure 3.3.1. Root-locus Plot for the Roots· of N12(s). 
jw 
p 
Figure 3.3.2~ Root-locus Plot of N12(s) when A-12 is an all 
_ Pole Function. 
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potential instability of the composite two•port. 
Example 3.3.2. i~2 , the reverse transfer function, is an all 
pole function. That is, the numerator polynomial of 11.i2 is a constant 
and the order of the denominator is n. . p 
p . 
11.12 then, has np zeros at in• 
finity. Equation 3.3.6 may be written as 
(3 •. 3. 7) 
For the case of n = 4 the root•locus plot appears as in Figure 3.3.2. p 
Figure 3.3.2 demonstrates the important fact that. the zer.os of 11.12 may 
be complex 
structure. 
although .. the original passive two ... port is a series ladder 
p Even though all the zeros of 11.12 are at infinity~ the roots 
of 1'\2 (s) move toward them. For np ~ 3, the ro.ots can be in the right 
half plane and hence, the possibility of instability may exist in the 
over•all two-port. 
For the all pole caise, Equation 3.3.7 m.ay be written as 
± N12 (s) ::: k12 [ rr(s + p1) + a/k1~ (3.3.8) 
From Equation 3.3.8 it can be seen that the degree of N12 is, theo= 
retically, np. However, for a particular frequency range, the roots of 
N12 (s) are very large for small values of k12 , and are considered to be 
at infinity. The degree of N12 (s) is then zero. In fact, for the active 
devices under consideration k12 is ex.tremely small and. the problem ap= 
pears to be the realization ef passive components such that a will be 
sufficiently small so that the zeros may be placed in a usable region of 
the s•plane whenever it is desirable to generate zero of 11.12 in this 
manner. 




where yi is a root of N12 (s) after shifting. The movement of Yi as a 
function of k12 could have been demonstrated by factoring Equation 3.3.5 
as N11 (s) was factored. This would show the movement of Yi from zi to 
pi; howev~r for later mathematical conven.ience the last method is pre~ 
ferred. The definition of K1 of Equation 3.3.9 is dependent upon the 
degrees of n12 (s) and d12 (s) in a manner similar to Ka of Equation 3.2.9. 
The above may be summerized in the form of two theorems. 
Theorem 3.3.l. Given 11.12 as defined above in Equation 3.3.l, then: 
l. The pole-zero plot of 11.12 will be the same as the pole ... 
zero plot of a general two ... port RI. or RC transfer function., 
2. In particular, the poles of 11.12 will be the same as the 
3. 
poles but the zeros will be shifted from the 
zeros 
p 
Complex conjugates zeros of 11.12 may result when 11.12 is a 
series ladder structu~e. 
4. A non~minimum. phase i 12 may result from a minimum phase 
p 
A.12· 
The next theorem views the problem from an active device standpoint. 
Theorem 3.3.2. Given a two=port defined as i.n Theorem 3.3.l~ th.en 
the zeros of l 12 will apprl©ach the zer,os of Yiz as the active feedback 
a a 
term l 12 goes to zero, but as 112 increases, the zeros of i 12 will ap= 
proach the poles of li2 • 
The importance of TheQJrem 3.3.2 is as f©11Gws. k12 is not a true 
variable as it i.s in the classical r@tOlt=locus problem. Instead~ f@r a 
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given active device it is a constant; therefore, for a given passive two· 
port and a given active devicef Theorem 3.3.2 furnishes insight into 
where the zeros of the composite ;\12 are located. 
I 
3.4 Pole-zero Structure of the Off Diagonal Term A2l• 
3.2.1 implies that 
where 
p 
A.21 = ± 
a -
A.21 = + 
and 
a > 0, 
a 
+ "'12 
an(s + zi) 
n(s + pi) 
k21 
' 









The positive sign holds for they and h active two~port parameters, and 
for the passive two-port z and g parameters. The negative sign occurs 
for the z and g, and for they and h parameters for the active and passive 
two-port, respectively. 
From passive RC and RL two~port theory it is known that 
812 = -g21 , 
Y12 = Y21 ' 
zl2 = Zzl ' 




(3 .4. 5.d) 
Therefore the conditions on Aiz as stated previously hold for l~1 P 
except for the negative sign indicated in Equation 3.4.5 for the g and 
h parameters. 




(3 .4 .. 7) 
The positive sign on N21 (s) of Equation 3.4.7 holds for they and h 
parameters, whereas the negative sign is required for the z and g pa-
rameters. It is important to note that) regardless of the parameter set 
used, there will always be a sign difference between the one and the 
rational function. The roots of N21 (s) are determined by the values of 
k21 such that the bracket tetm is zero. This occurs whenever the ration-
al function has a modulus of one and an argument of O ± 360° •. This is in 
contrast to the classical root-locus plot where the roots pccur on the S"' 
0 0 plane whenever the argument is 180 ± 360. Therefore care must be used 
in plotting the locus of the roots of N21 (s) as k21 is varied because the 
plots differ in the two cases. The roots of N21 (s) will continue to 
start on the p/ s and move toward the zi Os as k21 is varied from infinity 
to zero, respectively. The paths, however~ will be different. For the 
following reasons, the root-loci on the real axis may be drawn in by 
inspection. The complex zeros of )..P21 are complex conjugates and make 
no net contribution to the argument. The poles are all real. Hence$ 
the real line t:o the right of all critical frequencies will be a part of 
the root-loci. The real axis to the left~£ an even number of critical 
frequencies will also give the ration for an argument of o0 • 
Several examples will be given to show the possible root location. 
Example 3.4.1. nz = 2 and the z.'s are complex. 
l. 




n = n = 2. p z 




Figure 3.4.1. Root=locus Plot of N21 (s) for Complex Zeros in t..~1• 
the root-locus plot for this case when n = 2. Figure 3.4.1.b is for 
p 
the np = 1. 
To demonstrate further the root-locus technique when a negative 
sign is involved and to illustrate the possible pole-zero structure of 
121 , another example is given. 
Example 3.4.2. A. 21 is an all pole function •. Figure 3.4.2.a 
demonstrates this case for nz = 2 and Figure 3.4.2.b demonstrates the 
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case for the all pole structure with n = 4. The dotted line in Figure 
z 
3.4.2 shows the path of the roots for the case of the positive sign oc-
curring in the bracket term. In contrast to the classical root-locus 




That is, for s large the term 1/sm must produce an angle of± 360°. 
Therefore if mis defined as in Equation 3.4.8, there will be m roots 




m . .. . . . . (3.4.9) 
In general, if mis the amount that the degree of the denominator 
exceeds the numerator, the above asymptotic behavior holds. 
In general then N21 (s) may be expressed as 
2 
± N21<s) = ~ n(s + YiJ (3.4.10) 
Once again K2 is a positive constant defined in the manner of Equations 
3.2.10, 3.2.ll and 3.2.12 • 
. From the above examples the following conclusions can be made and 
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n = 2, 
p 





Figure 3.4.2. Root 0 locus Plot of N21 (s) when n21 (s) 




Theorem 3.4.l. Given A. 21 as defined abovet then: 
l. The pole-zero structure is, in general, the same as a 
pole-zero structure of a RC or RL transfer function, 
providing no zeros of l 21 occur on the positive real axis. 
2. In particular~ the poles of A.21 are the same as the poles 
of A.~1• 
3. The zeros of l 21 are shifted from the poles of A~l toward 
the zeros of A.~l depending inversely upon the size of 
k21· 
4. Complex zeros of A.21 can occur for passive series ladder 
structures. 
5. A. 21 may be non-minimum for both ladder and lattice 
structures of the passive two-port. 
Theorem 3.4.2. For a composite circuit consisting of a passive two-
port and an active two-port as defined above l 21 may have zeros on the 
positive real axis. 
Although Theorem 3.4.2 is almost a restatement of part one on Theo• 
rem 3.4.l, its importance is that fact that it graphically demonstrates 
one difference between active and passive RLCM two-ports. For RLCM net-
works, a basic theorem states that no zeros may exist on the positive real 
axis for A.~l of grounded networks, while Theorem 3.4.2 states definitely 
that such zeros can occur in active two-port synthesis. 
3.5 Zeros and Poles of A~ for First Cauer RC Form. In this section l. . 
the relationships of the p-z structures between the various parameters 
are developed for the first Cauer form(7). Extensive use is made of 
the root-locus techniques to prove theorems that would otherwise be 
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algebraically difficult to handle. One of the theorems which is proven 
is that for selected networks, all the parameters of a given set will 
have a cmmnon denominator. This is an important fact in later work. 
The first Cauer form is the selected :network because it leads to an all 
pole function for the oft diagonal terms and it has been worked with 
extensively in passive synthesis. The reason for·an all pole function 
is simplicity. 
It is known from passive synthesis that if the specified y~para-
meters do not have a common denominator, the private poles may be re~ 
moved from y11 and y22 and represented as shunt networks with respect to 
a central network which will have y•parameters with common denominators 
(7). A similar statement applies to the z-parameters, except series net• 
works are used to realize the private poles. No such general statements 
exist for the g and h parameters. Even if no private poles exist for 




hu = 1/yn , 
hzz = l/z22 
If a cancellation occurs in y12 and y11 , then h11 and h12 will not have 
the same denominator. Further there is no guarantee that such a cancel-
lation will not occur. Also, h11 and h21 are short circuit parameters, 
whereas h12 and h22 are open circuit parameters; therefore, it is not 
to be expected that the h-parameters will have a conunon denominator. 
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A similar argument applies for the g•parameters. 
Next it is shown, by root-locus techniques, that for a particular 
network, Figure 3.5.1, of the first Cauer RC form all the parameters of 
a set have the same denominator. The following is concerned with a 
passive RC network and the superscript, p, will be dropped. 
Necessary conditions on z11 for the fi.rst Cauer RC form, for the 
first and the last element are as follows. 
1. If z11 (s) has a zero at s = a:, the first element is a capaci-
tor. 
2. If z11 (s) is a constant at s =oo the first element is a re-
sistor. 
3. If z11 (s) has a pole at s = 0 the last element is a capacitor. 
4. If z11 (s) is a constant at s = 0 the last element is a re-
sistor. 
Similar statements. can be stated concerning z22 • Then from inspection 
of Figure 3.5.l and the above necessary and sufficient condition it can 
be seen that the general form of z is 
ii 
R sn + • • • • • • • • + z0 
0 + • • • • • • + z ) • (3.S.l) 
Also from passive two-port theory the conditions on y11 for the first 
and last element for the first Cauer fonn are: 
1. If y11 (s) has a zero at s = 0 the last element is a capacitor. 
2. If y11 (s) is a constant at s = 0 the last element is a re• 
sistor. 
3. If y11 (s) has a pole at s =co the first element is a capaci-
tor. 
4. If y11 (s) is a constant at s == the first element is a re-
sistor. 
Similar statements apply to y22 • From inspection of Figure 3.5.2 and 
the conditions for yii' the general expression for Yii is 




s + . . . . . . . . + y 
0 
Analysis of the network of Figure 3.5.1 shows that 
a 
The relationship between z11 and the y~parameters is 
•• + 
= - a2 = -----(3.5.3) 8 2n + • 0 • + 
D is the determinant of they matrix. Now the numerator of Equation 
y 
3.5.3 has to be of degree of n and of the form given by Equation 3.5.1 
hence cancellations must occur between the numerator and denominator. 
The denominator may be factored as 
22 8 1_ 1) ~u l\,zzrr(s + ai )11(s + l. 
A root-locus plot of the bracket term of Equation 3.5.4 is shown in 
Figure 3.5.3. The reasons for the plot of Figure 3.5.3 is that with no 
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Rn Rn+1 
• • • 
o-;...__-· ...... I ... _c_, ....... _J .. · .. _c_2 _____ J ...... ~C-n-· -_,_: _J...,_c_" __ o 
Figure 3.5.1. First Cauer RC Ferm Fr(\)lll Which z11 May Be Determined. 
Rn 
• • • 
Rn+1 
Figure 3.5.2. First Cauer Form With Output Shorted to Determine y11 • 
- H • o-'\t-0. I !1"1Q:0. I H 4 Pt,·. a22 all . - · ~2a11 a11 n 3 .. A-2 · 2 I 
Figure 3.5.3. Root-locus Plot of N1 2(s) when Al2 is an All Pole Function. 
a22 
I 
private poles the pi's are the same for y11 and 122 • Further they are 
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i 1 h 1 h ii, nter aced on t e negative rea axis with t e ai s. 
11 22 
Whether, ai > a1 
22 11 
or aj > aj , their values must lie between adjacent p1 's and'further . . 
the root-locus plot is not affected which ever is the larger. Note the 
pi's do not affect the root-locus plot, but are placed on the diagram 
to locate the ai's and show possible cancellations. All the zeros in 
the numerator of the non-unity term in the bracket term of Equation 
3.5.4 are at infinity; therefore, the poles of that term, the ai 1 s go to 
infinity according to Equation 3.4.9 as a2/~11Hy22 is assumed to be 
varied. Actually a2/~11u122 is a constant, but it must be such that n 
zeros of the denominator of Equation 3.5.3 ultimately cancel with the pi's 
of the numerator and result in a rational function as required by 
Equation 3.5.1. From an inspection of Figure 3.5.3 it is seen that this 
is the only cancellation possible. Also one root of Equation 3.5.4 must 
move to the origin. Therefore Equation 3.5.3 becGm.es 
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n 22 
n (s + ai ) 
• (3.5.5) 
Although the plot indicates the possibility of gi being complex, this 
cannot occur since g1 is the root of a driving point RC impedance. 
l ii, Further they must be inter aced with the ai s as this is a necessary 
p•z structure(7). 
The above may be stated in the form of a theorem. 
Theorem 3.5.l. Given a passive two-port containing a first Cauer 
form with resistors as end elements, then 
22 
TT(S + ai ) 
(3.5.6) 
22 
where the ai 1 s are the zeros of y22 and the g1•s are located between 
22, 
the ai s. 
Theorem 3.5.2. Given a passive two0 port as described above then 
11 
TT(S + ai) 
' (3.5.7) 
11 
where the ai 1 s are the zeros of y11 and the gi's are interlaced with 
11, 1 a. s along the negative rea 
l. 
axis. 
Theorem 3.5.3. Given the defined two-port, then 
2 
a n(s + Pi) 
-yl2 n(s + p) l 
zl2 = -- = 11 22 
Dy HyllHy22n(s + a 1 )n(s + ai) .• a 





The gi's are the same as those defined in Theorem 3.5.1 .• 
By using Theorem 3.5.1, Theorem 3.5.2 and Theorem 3.5.5 all the 
parameters may be expressed in terms of the y•parameters or in terms 
derived from they-parameter. Let they-parameter for the first Cauer 




Hyll n(s + a1 ) 
n(s + pi) 
22 





where they-parameters are for the two-port of Figure 3.5.1. Then from 
Theorem 3.5.l, Theorem 3.5.2, and Theorem 3.5.3, 
22 
1l(S + Si ) 
11 




• (3 .. 5.13) 
From the parameter relationships indicated in Chapter II~ Table I$ the 
following results hold for the h•parameters. 








z21 1),11By22 n(s + gi) 
·s12 :m. g21 = -- = 22 
z11 n(s + a1 ) 
U,.11 n(s + gi) 
= • 








Theorem 3.5.4. Given a two-port compesed of the first Cauer net-
work as described, then the following holds. 
1. All the parameters of a particular set have the same poles. 
2. All off-diagonal terms are all pole functions. 
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3. The poles of the h-parameters are the zeros of y11 • 
4. The poles of the g .. parameters are the z·eros of y22 • 
3.6 P-Z Structure of The Composite Two-port. In this section it 
is shown how the p-z structure of the parameters for the composite two-
port can be controlled by the passive two-port parameters. This is an 
important feature since a large number of techniques exist for passive 
two-port synthesis, whereas active two-port synthesis techniques which 
do not allow gyrators and negative impedance converters are at a mini-
mum. 
In order to achieve a desired p-z structure for the composite two-
port, the passive two-port must meet certain conditions. These con~ 
ditions are developed next. 
The diagonal terms are considered first. From Theorems 3.1.1 and 
3.1.2 it is known that Aii will have the same poles as A~i, but the 
zeros will differ depending upon A:i. If H >> k.ii the zeros of /\.ii 
will remain close to the zeros of lli, whereas if kii >> R the zeros 
of Aii will approach the pi's. The objective of the following develop-
ment is to enhance the above mentioned tendency. For example, if the 
active device is a transistor, where y~1 >> y;2 , and if a symmetric 
passive two-port is used the zeros of y11 would tend to be at the poles 
of Yil while the zeros of y22 would tend to be at the zeros of y~2• 
A passive two-port with Hb > Ha could also be used. Therefore, by 
synthesizing a passive pole-zero plot by any of the well known means, 
the p-z structure of the composite two-port, which contains an active 
two-port, may be constructed as desired. 
If the numerator and denominator of lil are of the same degree, and 
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if the particular parameter set has a collllllon denominator, then the namer-
ator of Aii' Nii(s), may be expressed as 
N .. (s) = R(s + c1.) • • • • (s + c) + l.l. n (.3.6.l) 
kii(s + pl)(s + Pa) • (s + Pn) • 
ci is a root of n11 (s) and Pi is a root of dii(s) •. If kii is larger 




N1i(s) = kii [ H/ki1(s + c1)(s + c2) • • • • (s +en)+ 
(s + p1)(s + p2) • • • • (s + P3~ 
• • • 
1 >> H/kii 
H (c1c2 • •en)+ (P1P2 • 
+--
kii 
pi and ci are of the same order of magnitude, then 









Njj(s) = II (1 +-11 )sn + 
H. 
~f n-1 (pi) + fn~l (ci) 
kjj 
s + 





and if ci and pi are of the same order of magnitude then 
.. (3.6.8) 
Since His a magnitude factor of the passive network it may be arbi-
trarily determined without changing the poles and zeros of the passive 
two-port and hence the tendency of the zeros of Nii to be at the poles 
of Aii and the zeros of Njj to be at the zeros of ljj' depending upon 
a a which active parameter All or l 22 is the larger, will be enhanced. For 
they and h parameters Nii will be N11 ~ whereas for the g and z parameters 
Nii will be N22 for a transistor. 
Next the off diagonal terms are considered. For these terms, in 
all cases A21 >> 112 for the active device. The requirement to place 
the zeros of A12 close to the zeros of A~l is 
(3.6.9) 
Also pi and zi should be of the same order of magnitude. Then the 
roots of N12(s) are removed some distance from the poles as indicated 
by the root-locus plots. Note for the case k12 = O, the zeros of 1\2 (s) 
are exactly the zeros of li2• 
For the other off-diagonal term the condition is 
1 >> a/k21 (3.6.10) 
If pi and zi are of the same order of magnitude, then the zeros of N21 (s) 
are close to the poles of p1 , p2 • • • Since a may be determined by 
the parameters of the passive network, the natural placement of the zeros 
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of Nij can be enhanced by the conditions indicated in Equati.on 3.6.9 and 
Equation 3.6.10. The above conditions indicated in Equation 3.6.4, 
Equation 3.6.7, Equation 3.6.9 and Equation 3.6.10 also hold whenever 
the numerator or denominator differ by one, but the constant factored 
out is not a function of the active two-port parameters whenever the 
denominator exceeds the numerator. 
Hence by utilizing the natural anti-symmetrical and non-reciprocal 
character of the active device and by requiring the passive two-port to 
enhance the natural shifting tendencies of the numerator zeros of the 
composite parameters, it is possible to construct an actual pole-zero 
plot closely resembling a specified p•z plot for the composite para-
meters. 
CHAPTER IV 
SYNTHESIS OF DRIVING POINT IMMITTANCES 
4.1 Introduction. In this chapter the actual techniques to 
synthesize a specified driving point admittance are developed using the 
y-parameters and the transistor as the active element. The technique is 
based on the non-reciprocal, non-symmetrical and active nature of the 
transistor, although the technique could also have been developed for 
the majority of other active devices since they also exhibit these 
characteristics. They-parameters were chosen because the theorems 
of Chapters II and III hold for these parameters without the use of 
transformers and with a common ground. Further, the most general passive 
two-port consisting of a three terminal network may be used. The tech-
nique is developed specifically for the synthesis of RLC functions using 
only RC networks and active two-ports defined as in Chapter II. In 
particular, the problem of generating complex zeros in the driving point 
innnittance is considered'. The necessary conditions for realizibility of 
/\in' the generalized driving point irnmittance, are developed first and 
then interpreted in terms of the composite two-port y-parameters and the 
admittance, Y. of the two-port. That is, the type of driving point in 
admittance possible with a given two-port is first determined, then 
means of synthesizing it are developed. To synthesize a given driving 
point immittance, it is assumed that the two-ports are terminated in an 
element ·that is independent of frequency and whose units agree with 
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those of A22 • It is also assumed that all parameters of a set have the 
same denominator. While this is not true in general, it was proven in 
Chapter III that it is true for certain networks. 
4.2 P-Z Structure for /\in' The first theorem to be proven con-
cerns the location of the poles of !\in. 
Theorem 4.2 .1. The driving point admittance, /\. , of a two-
1.n 
port, obtained by connecting a two-port containing only RC or RL ele-
ments to an active two-port such that the respective parameters add, 
cannot have complex poles. 
For the composite two-port defined, 
(4.2.1) 
1 -
~±•n(s + z1) 
± k12) f ±"n(s + •1) + k21) 
TIS + Pi 11(s + Pi) • (4.2.2) c-811(• + •1) +k0 (Hbn(s + h1) ·~ 11(s + pi) 11(s + pi) + k22 + 
Note that "'Lis contained in "'22, but the source immittance is not in-
cluded in "'ll' The denominator, Q(s), of Equation 4.2.2. becomes 
Q(s) == n(s + pi) [ (H811(s + ai) + k1111(s + Pi)) 
(Hb11(s + bi) + 11(s + Pi)( k22 + "'L)) J (4.2.3) 
By Theorem 3.1.1 and Theorem 3.2.2 the ai's and Pi's are interlaced on 
the negative real axis, as are the bi's and pi's. Then by Corollary 
3.2.l it is known that the roots of the polynomials in the two bracket 
terms of Equation 4.2.3 have roots on the negative real axis of the s-
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plane. The p1•s are real and positive by hypothesis; therefore the roots 
of Q(s) must be on the negative real axis. 
The next theorem concerns the possibility of complex zeros in the 
numerator of /\. • 
in 
Theorem 4.2.2. The driving point admittance of a composite two-




y1 and y1 > a1 and p1 , where the subscript denotes roots 
counted from the origin. 
2. The passive network is selected such that Ka, Kb, K1 and K2 
are defined by equations similar to Equation 3.2.10 and 
Equation 3.2.12. 
The driving point admittance is given by 
(4.2.4) 




01 is the shifted root due to k11 and ~i is the shifted root due to k22 
p a and AL• Further, note from Appendix A that the signs of A12 and A12 for 
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the various parameters are such that a positive sign will always result 
between the positive one and the rat:i.onal function in the bracket term. 
This is important because the standard root-locus technique may be ap-
plied to determine the roots of the numerator of the bracket term. By 
the hypothesis the root-locus plot around the origin is as shown in 
Figure 4.2.1. From Figure 4.2.1.a it can be seen that complex roots will 
result for the proper selection of K, where 
(k12 + a) (k21 + a) K1K2 
K: == --- (4.2.6) 
(kll + Ha) (kz2 + Hb + "-L) Ka~ 
or 
(kl2 + a) (k21 + a) K1K2 
K == == (4.2.7) 
(kll) (k22 + ;>.L) Ka Kb 
Part two of the hypothesis was necessary in order that K be a function of 
k .. k .. / k .. k. . • Therefore, if an active two-port with the proper degree 
J.J JJ. J.J. JJ 
of activeness, A, is selected, then K may be made any value desired and 
complex conjugate zeros will result. 
The activeness is used to arrange the ultimate zero location of 
/\in after the non-reciprocal and non-symmetrical character of the 
active two-port was utilized to construct the necessary p-z structure 
for, A.·., the composite parameters. Or in other words, the p=z structure 
J.J 
of A,, from which the p-z plot of the rational function in the bracket 
J.J 
term is obtained, is analogous to the open loop pole-zero structure of a 
servo-system. The ultimate zeros of ;\IN correspond to the closed-
loop poles. 
Theorem 4.2.3. If ;i.f2 does not have complex zeros, then the neces-




(~) y1 is at co •. 
l 
(b) y1 is finite. 
Figure 4.2.1. Root-locus Plot of the Bracket Term of /\1N~ 
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of a two-port defined as in Theorem 4.2.2 to have complex poles is as 
follows: 
1. The p-z structure of the rational function in the bracket 
term must have two zeros together on the negative real axis, 
the first zero being an odd critical frequency with respect to 
the origin. 
2. K may be selected to be any desired value •. 
From root-locus theory it is known that the locus of the roots on 
the real axis lies only to the right of a critical frequency; hence the 
root-locus lies between the two-zeros(8). Since it terminates on the 
zeros and because it started on poles, which do not lie between the 
zeros, the loci must have moved onto the real axis from the complex 
plane. If K is properly selected the ultimate zeros will be on the 
root-locus in the complex plane off the negative real axis. 
4.3 Degree of P(s) and Q(s). The possible degree, np, of P(s) 
and the possible degree of nq, of Q(s) are discussed next. Assuming no 
cancellation occurs in the rational function of the bracket term, 
Equation 4.2.5 may be expanded as 
= + 
1 2 
(K1TI1(s + Yl))(K2TI(S + y2)) 
(4.3.1) 
KbTI(S + Pi) TI(S + ~i) 
By Theorems 3.2.l, 3.2.2, 3.3.1, and 3.4.1 the following is known, 
1. The degree, na, of n(s + ai) is np or np + 1, where np is the 
degree of n(s + pi), the denominator of the original two-port 
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parameter. 
2. The degree,· nl3' of·rr(s + 13.) is n or n + l. l p p 
3. The degree, ny, of rr(s + Yi) or n(s + y~) is O, 1, 2, . • • 
np + l. 
Because ny cannot exceed na or n13 , the degree of P(s) is given by 
(4.3.2) 
if no cancellation occurs between numerator and denominator of Equation 
4.3.1. From one and two above the maximum value of nl3 and na is np + 1. 
The maximum value np can obtain is then, 
(4.3 .3) 
Similarly from one and two above the minimum value is 
(4.3.4) 
nQ is given by 
(4.3.5) 
From one and two above the maximum value of nQ is 
(4.3.6) 
Whereas its minimum value is 
(4.3.7) 
The minimum value of np and the maximum value of nq cannot occur at the 
same time because the former is dependent upon n0 = np, while the latter 
requires na = np + 1. For similar reasons the maximum of np and the 
minimum of nQ cannot occur concurrently. Inspection of Equation 4.2.9, 
Equation 4.3.7 and consideration of the above conditions on n0 , n13 and 
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n reveals the following theorem. This theorem assumes no cancellations 
y 
occur in the bracket term; however, it will be shown that the theorem 
holds regardless of cancellations. 
Theorem 4.3.1. Given /\IN with the specified topology, then 
(4.3.8) 
This is an important necessary realizibility condition for the 
synthesis of the RLC driving point function using only RC networks and 
active two-ports. Because a general RLC network may have a /\IN such 
that the degree of the numerator may be one less than the degree of the 
denominator it is inunediately evident that all RLC driving point 
immittances cannot be synthesized. Further, Theorem 4.3.1 is not changed 
if cancellation occurs after expansion between terms in P(s) and Q(s) 
because the degree of each will be reduced by the same amount. 
The above theorem was developed assuming that no cancellations oc-
curred between the numerator and the denominator of the rational function 
of the bracket term. Cancellations of this type will be broken down 
into (i) Alpha cancellations and (ii) Beta cancellations. In order to 
show the effect of Alpha cancellation, assume n(s + Gi) is common to 
n(s + ai) and n(s + yi). Then /\IN may be writteri as 
Kan(s + ai) 
n(s + pi) 
(4.3.9) 
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where the prime indicates the common factors have been extracted. Then, 
n(s + Gi)(Kan'(s + ai)Kbn(s + ~i) + K1n'(s + y~)K:ln'(s + Yi) 
/\IN= ··--·«-··~-" .. ·~·---.... 
Kbn(s + p) n(s + l3i) 
· · · 1 2 
K8 ~n(s + ai)n(s + 131) + K1K2n(s + Yi)n(s + y1) 
= (4.3.10) 
Comparison of Equation 4.3.1 and Equation 4.3.10 shows that the degrees 
of P(s) and Q(s) are unaffected by Alpha cancellations and hence, 
Theorem 4.3.l is not affected. 
Beta cancellations occur whenever n(s + Si) and n(s + y1) have 
common tenns, say n(s + Gi). Because n13 and na detennine the degree 
of P(s), np is decreased as n13 is decreased by cancellation. But the 
' 
denominator degree is given by n13 and np and is also decreased by the 
same amount. Hence, Theorem 4.3.l holds for Beta cancellations, alw 
though the degree of P(s) and Q(s) is decreased by cancellation. of the 
13 1 terms. 
Cancellation of Pi terms and the a terms, both of which are out-
side the bracket, are considered next. If some terms, say n(s + Gi), 
are common between n(s + a) and n(s + p), then Equation 4.2.5 may be 
written as 
l 2 
Han'(s + a)n(s + Gi)n(s + 131) + Kn(s + y 1)n(s + yj) 
= 
Han(s + a)n(s + G1)n(s + 13 1) 
Ha n' (s + a) n(s + G1) 
n' (s + Pi) n(s + Gi) 
l 2 
Han(s + a)n(s + 13) + Kn(s + y1)n(s + Yj) 




Inspection of Equation 4.3.11 and Equation 4.3.12 indicates the degree 
of P(s) and Q(s) will not be altered. Futther common terms for the pi's 
and the numerator of the bracket term of Equation 4.3.11, and Yi terms 
must be common to the a's and p1 s. If a Pi term is common, then a~ 
cancellation would result and the degree of P(s) and Q(s) would be re-
duced equally as before. Thereforet 
n = (na + np) - (number p 
of s cancellations) (4.3.13) 
nQ = (np + np) - (munber of p cancellations) (4 .3 .14) 
In achieving a desired /\IN' procedures that involve cancellations 
should be avoided since this assumes that device and component values 
are known specifically. They are not. In discreet solid state devices 
typical parameter variation may be of the order 100%, or even greater 
while better than 1% tolerance is not uncormnon for passive components. 
However for sol.id circuits the tolerance of passive devices is 20% to 
50% and hence, dependence upon cancellation should be avoided. 
4. 5 Synthesis of ':!IN• This section develops the actual synthesis 
technique to obtain a given driving point admittance. The conditions 
imposed on the passive parameters in Section 3.6 to obtain the desired 
composite parameter p-z structure for a particular active device are 
restated explicitly in terms of they-parameters and under the assumption 
that the active device is a transistor. The steps to achieve the 
specified p-z plot of YIN are outlined and several examples are worked 
in order to (i) show how synthesis may be achieved by the root-locus 
method and (ii) to demonstrate how the root-locus technique may be used 
to quickly determine if a given passive structure can be used to synthe-
size a given YIN' 
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The driving point admittance is given by 
YIN [ Y12 Y21 J = YU 1 -
Y11 (Yz2 + G1) 
(4.4.l) 
Han(s + a) [1+ K1TI(s + y~) Kz(s + y~) l = n(s + pi) K8 ~n(s + ai)TI(s + Si) (4.4.2) 
H TI(s + CY·) l + si) a J. K3 TI(S 
= 
n(s + pi) n(s + ai)(s +~) 
P(s) K3TI(S + si) 
= = (4.4.3) 
Q(s) n(s + qi) 
The roots of Q(s), the qi's, are achieved by selecting the passive net-
work such that 
(L~.4.4) 
From Equation L~ .3. lL~ the degree of Q(s) is given by 
nQ = (np + ns) = (number of beta cancellations) • (4.4.5) 
However, if beta cancellations are not allowed, 
(4.4.6) 
The roots of P(s), the si's, which are the zeros of the numerator 
of the bracket term, are achieved by selecting the Yi's such that as the 
roots of P(s) move from the ai 1 s and Si's to the Yirrs, as K1K2/K8 ~ is 
varied, their paths cross the desired si points on the s-plane. The 
constant to achieve this is then determined, 
In order for Si to be the desired value, Equation 3.6.7 implies 
that for the transistor 
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« 1. (4.4.7) 
This condition places the zeros, the !3i's, of the composite y22 close 
to the zeros of y~2 • This still leaves the Qli I s and y i's to be de-
termined. Thea's may be placed at the desired point by invoking 
Equation 3.6.4. 
H/yrl = Hafku << (4.4.8) 
for they-parameters and for a transistor as the active device. This 
places the ai's close to the poles of Yii• 
Further the degree of np is given by 
(4.4.9) 
The Yi's are placed in the desired location by making the Yi's 
close to the zeros of yr 2 and placing the zeros of Y12 in the desired 
location. They. 1 s will be as desired if 
1. 
<< 1 
according to Equation 3.6.9. 
2 
The y i I s will be close to the poles of Yiz 
<< 1 • 
(L~.4.10) 
(L~.lt .• 11.) 
2 
Since the pi's must be selected to (i) place the yi 9 s and the ai's and 
(ii) to satisfy Equation 4.4.4, inconsistencies may arise. The addition 
of private poles in the more complex case will give a greater degree of 
freedom. 
Instructions for root-locus synthesis techniques are as follows; 
1. 
2. 
Plot the p-z structure of YIN on the s-plane. 
Determine np, na, n~, na, nb and~ from the above equations 
for number of beta cancellations. 
3. Write down the general form of the passive parameters. 
4. Place the Pi's and the ~i 0 s such that Equation 4.4.4 is 
satisfied and such that the ~i's meet the necessary con-
ditions derived in Chapter III. 
d l 2g d h i 1 h I 5. In icate t1e Yi s an t e ai s c ose tote Pis. 
6. Place the zeros of yr2 at the points the yi 1 s are needed 
to achieve the desired root-locus track. 
7. Sketch the root-locus. 
8. Determine the needed value of K1K2/Kal<i, using a spirule. 
One important advantage of this method is that very quickly the 
required passive two-port may be determined and then the synthesis can 
proceed in the passive domain where synthesis techniques are ex.tremely 
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well formulated. As in all root-locus techniques for high degree poly-
nomials the actual determination of numerical values is loborious, al= 
though today, many computer techniques using root-locus plots are 
available whenever numerical values are needed(9). As in all root-locus 
techniques the amount of cut and try effort or the amount of engineering 
judgement necessary is decreased as experience in the technique in-
creases. This is certainly in contrast to existing passive synthesis 
techniques that are strictly algorithms. However, these later techniques 
often require networks that are balanced bridges or rely on pole zero 
cancellations. These last conditions in turn require component values 
to be extremely accurate. Another advantage is that for a given YIN 
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p-z structures, it may be quickly determined that a particular passive 
network will not work. Further, it may be said that a specified driving 
point admittance with complex zeros can be achieved by passive RC synthe-
sis techniques which, in general, do not rely on a balanced bridge net-
work or p-z cancellation. 
Next several examples of the root-locus technique will be given to 
demonstrate how this method places the actual synthesis in the passive 
domain. The method is also used to determine if the driving point 
admittance can be achieved by a particular passive network topology. 
In particular, the synthesis of biquadratic driving point admittances 
is considered. From Theorem 4.2.1 it is known that only a YIN with real 
poles may be synthesized with the specified topology. 
Example 4.4.1. The problem is to synthesize a driving point ad-
mittance given by 
(s + 




Following the above instruction, the p-z structure of YIN is drawn in 
Figure 4.4.1. Further, for a biquadratic with no beta cancellations 
n p is given by 
np = n + n13 = 2, O! (4 .4 .13) 
and 
nQ = np + n13 = 2. (4.4 .. 14) 
Therefore 
nO! = np = nl3 = np = 1 ' (ti .• 4.15) 
n = nb = n = 1 . a y (4.4.16) 
na is one because na must ?e one and na cannot be lower than na. Then 
the form of the passive two-port parameters must be 
p Ha(s + a1) p 
-yP 
a(s + z1) 
Y11 = -yl2 = = s + p 21 (s + p1) 
p 
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Hb(s + b) 
and Y22 = (s + p) (4.4.17) 
In accordance with statement four of Section 4.4, 
(4.4.18) 
Note that Pi and ~l must be in the order indicated by Equation 4.4.18 
because ~l must be placed as desired by locating a zero of y~2 at that 
point and from passive synthesis it is known that the first critical 
frequency of y~2 is a zero(7). 
The bracket term of Equation 4.4.2 will furnish the root-locus plot 
and in terms of this example it becomes 
l 2 
K1Ki(s + Y1)(s + Yl) 
l + ' . (4.4.19) 
The p-z plot of the rational function of Equation 4.4.19 is shown in 
l l 
Figure 4.4.2. The placement of Yl is discussed next. Y1 will be 
located by the placement of z1 which, in contrast to a1 or b1 , may be to 
the right or left of p1 • It should be placed such that the needed root-
locus plot is obtained. Then, its placement is as Figure 4.4.2 indicates. 
Note in Figure 4.4.2 that only 131 , p1 , s1 , and s1 show up in the p-z 
plot of YrN· Further, p1 was only shown in Figure 4.4.2 in order to 
2 
place y1 , and a1 , as p1 is not actually involved in the root-locus plot. 
The necessary constant K1Ki/Ka~ should then be determined. 
Next a sequence, Figure 4.4.3, of root-locus plots is shown in 
order to illustrate how the p-z plot of Figure 4.4.2 was obtained. p1 
is indicated in all the parameter plots since it is conunon to all the 
passive parameters. In part a, a1 starts on p1 and moves toward a1 ; 
similarly Bi starts on p1 and moves toward b1• However because the 
active device, a transistor in this case, is extremely non-synunetric 
with k11 >> k22 , for a given Ha and Hb, O'l will be close to p1 and i,1 
will be close to b1 • Even if a synunetric passive network is used, the 
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orders of magnitude between k11 and k22 will prevail. A similar argument 
applies to Figure 4.4.3 part c and d with respect to the ultimate lo-
1 2 
cation of y1 and y1 • However, in plotting the root-locus of y21 it 
must be remembered a negative sign is involved and a plot such as in-
dicated in part d applies, rather than part c. Further, both a1 and 
2 2 
y1 are close to the p1 ; however 'Yl will be closer if 
From passive synthesis it is known that(7) 
and for the transistor 
Therefore, if the various parts of Figure 4.4.3 are added Figure 4.4.2 
will result. 
Although further refinements are necessary, such as determining the 
1 2 
exact location of a1, 13, y1 and y1 and what A is needed for the active 
device, the crux of the problem has been solved and now, the problem is 




Figure 4.4.1. Pole-zero Structure of Equation 4.4.12. 
Figure 4.4.2. Pole-Zero Plot of the Rational Function of Equation 4.4.19 
and the Resulting Root-locus Plot. 
. -(]" 
(a)• The zeros of Yu is obtained f p rom y11 for a given k11· 
-u 
P, (3, 
(b), The ·zero of y22 is obtained from y~2 for a given k22 • 
-(J" 
• 
·cc). The zero of y12 is obtained for a given k12• 
-a-
p ~· . 2 
(d). The zero of y21 is obtained for a given k21. 
Figure 4.4.3. The Root-locus Plot of the Zeros of Yij• 
The dark line indicates the root-locus, while the 
triangles indicates the directions of the roots and 








H (s + a1) -a(s + z1) a 
[y~J s+ P1 s + P1 = 
-a(s + z1) Hi, ( s + b1) 
s + P1 s + Pl 
The next example demonstrates how the root-locus method may be 
used to reject certain passive network topology. The same YIN is 
specified. Initially, it appears desirable to allow 1 1 'Yl and y2 to 
be complex conjugates equal to the desired s1 and s1• This could be 
achieved by using a bridged-tee passive network and making. y~2 have com-
plex zeros. Here the bridged-tee is used to achieve complex zeros, and 
not to obtain a rejection band pass network. Inspection of the bracket 
term of Equation 4.2.5 shows that if beta cancellations are allowed to 
2 
cancel the 'Yi terms, then the roots of P(s) will move from the ai I s 
and the ~i's toward the predetermined complex points 'Y1 and :y11 It 
will be shown in the next example, however that these cancellations 
cannot occur. 
Example·4.4.2. Test the bridged-tee of Figure 4.4.4 to determine if 
a biquadratic' driving point admittance can be achieved by using it as 
the passive two-port. For Figure 4.4.4 they-parameters are, in general, 
p Ha(s + a1)(s + a2)· 
Yu = 
(s + P1)(s + P2) 
(4.4.20) 
and because of symmetry 
p Ha(s + a1)(s + a2) 
Y22 = ' 
(4.4.21) 
s + P1 
p -a(s + z1)(s + z1) 
Y12 = 




Figure 4.4.4. A Bridged-tee that can have Complex Zeros 
From Equation L~.3.13 and Equation 4.3.lli. and inspection of the equations 
of the passive parameters gives 
np = nO! + n 13 - ·number of 13 cancellations = 2 
nQ = n13 + np - number of~ cancellations= 2. 
(4.4.23) 
(4 .4. 24) 
Since nO! + n 13 = n13 + np = l~, then two beta cancellations must occur. 
Inspection of the root-locus plots, Figure 4.4.5, of the zero movement 
of yij shows that only one 'Y~ can cancel with a beta; hence YIN will be 
2 a cubic. That is, part c shows that only one y 1 will overlap with a 
13i on the real axis to obtain a beta cancellation. In fact, a neces-
sary condition for a beta cancellation is that the 'Yi be on the real 
axis since the p1 's must be on the real axis. If beta cancellations are 
not allowed Figure 4.4.6 shows the movement of the zeros of YIN for the 
bridged-tee. 
(a). Root-locus plot for zeros of y11 • 
(b). Root-locus plot for zeros of y22 • 
y,,2 
2 
(c). Root-locus plot for zeros of y21 • 
y2 
I 




Figure 4.4.6. Root-locus Plot of the Zeros of YIN for a 
Bridged-tee with no beta Cancellations. 
Figure 4.4.6 is for analysis or if a fourth degree ntunerator with one 
set of complex zeros is desired the figure indicates how they may be 
placed, From inspection of Figure 4.4.6, YIN is given by 
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(4.4.25) 
The placement of the ai 1 s and the ~i's is justified by the fact that 
they must be interlaced with the pi's on the negative real axis. Due to 
the non-reciprocal nature of the active two-port, it is known that the 
l 2 
y/s and the Yi's will be adjacent to the zi's and Pi's respectively. 
From Example 4.4.1 and Example 4.4.2 the conclusion can be drawn 
that to achieve a biquadratic driving point admittance it is necessary 
to start with real poles and zeros in the passive parameters, if no beta 
cancellations are allowed, Further, n8 = nb = np = l. 
By proceeding according to the instructions for synthesis 1 various 
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topological networks may be found to be acceptable for the synthesis of 
a specified YIN• As in all synthesis techniques, there is no one answer, 
instead it will be found that a number of passive networks will suffice. 
In particular, it seems desirable to place the zeros of y12 in the de-
sired si locations, as in the case of bridged-tee, and then drive the 
zeros of the bracket term into them. In this way the pole-zero sensi-
tivity will be minimized to va'riations in A. 
Although the synthesis instructions were given in terms of they-
parameters, a procedure using the z-parameters could also have been 
developed if a terminal connnon to the two two-ports was not required. 
However, if z-parameters had been used with a transistor for the active 
element, then the root-locus plot for All and il.22 would be changed to 
this extent. Since il.~1 < A.; 2 for the z-parameters, it is desirable to 
place the zeros of All on the zeros of Ail and the zeros of il.22 on the 
poles of z22 • The procedure was stated in order to synthesize RLC 
functions using only a transistor and RC elements; however, the procedure 
holds using only RL elements, but the allowable pass1ve pole-zero 
structure would be different. 
Although the active element considered was a transistor, any active 
device exhibiting non-reciprocal and non-synunetrical characteristics 
may be employed and the synthesis instructions will hold. The placement 
of the poles and zeros will be dependent upon the relative magnitudes 
of the active parameters and which set is used. 
4. 5 Stability Considerations of the Composite 1"".vo-port. An ex-





From Theorem 4.2.1 it is known that the roots of Q(s) are on the negative 
real axis; but, the roots of P(s) may be complex and in the right half 
plane. Since /\IN is either an admittance or an impedance, then its 
reciprocal is either an impedance or an admittance respectively. 
Further, since a two-port is considered to be potentially unstable if 
either its driving point admittance or impedance has poles in the right 
half plane. The two-port will be potentially unstable if /\IN has zeros 
in the right half plane. In particular, if A21 or A12 has zeros in the 
right half plane, the zeros of /\IN will tend toward them for large 
values of A which will result, ultimately, in potential instability. 
A21 is particularly susceptible to having zeros in the right half plane 
because of the minus sign occuring in the root-locus plot. That is, a 
zero of A21 will always move from the first pole on the negative real 
axis toward the right half plane. 
A zero of A21 or A12 in the right half plane is neither necessary 
nor sufficient for the composite two-port to be potentially unstable. 
For, even if A12 or A21 has a zero in the right half plane, if A is 
small enough the zero of /\IN will be closer to the O:'i I s or the 131 1 s 
which must be in the left half plane. If A21 and A12 have no zeros in 
the right half plane, and if the numerator of the rational function of 
the bracket term is less than the denominator by m, say, then the zeros 
of /\IN will leave m of the ai's and ~i's and asymptotically approach 
infinity at angles defined by 180 ± 2rrn. Zeros of /\IN can occur, then, 
without zeros of Al2 and A21 being in the right half plane. However, if 
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the numerator and denominator of the bracket term are of the same order 
and all the zeros of A12 and A21 are in the left half plane, then this 
is a sufficient condition for absolute stability. 
CHAPTER V 
SYNTHESIS OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
5.1 Introduction. In this chapter the actual synthesis technique 
is developed for transfer functions in terms of they-parameters. The 
active device considered is the transistor. Initially, the possible 
transfer function for the composite two-port is determined in terms of 
the generalized parameters. These are then interpreted in terms of the 
y-parameters and a synthesis procedure is determined. In particular, 
the generation of complex poles using only RC or RL networks and active 
devices is considered, In completing the synthesis procedure developed, 
which includes active devices, a passive RC two-port is specified that 
will, when synthesized, give the composite transfer function. Hence, 
the actual synthesis algorithm is performed in the passive domain. 
5.2 Two-port Transfer Functions •. For a composite two-port defined 
as in Chapter III, the transfer function, in terms of the generalized 
parameters, is given by 
v2 GA -A21 1 
=- = (S.2.1) 






[KaKbn(s + O'i)n(s +.13i) 
L n(s + Pi)n(s + pi) 
The Yi' s are the shifted roots .of 11.ij due to kij and the ai' s and Pi' s 
are the shifted roots due to k11 and 11.s' and k22 and AL respectively. 
Note that only 11.11 differs from the previous definitions. All now has 
the source immittance included such that the units of As agree with those 
of A11 • Ao, a constant, is - Gs,R1 , Gs, -R1, or unity if the parameter 
set used is the g,y,z or h respectively. v2/v1 is then defined to be 
the voltage gain from source to load. The K's are defined as in Chapter 
III, Equa\:ion 3.2.10, Equation 3.2.11 and Equation 3.2.12 and hence, 
depend upon the degrees of the numerator and denominator of the passive 
parameters. 
Equation 5.2.3 may be written as 
2 
GA -K? n(s + v; ) n(s + p 1) 
A-o = [Kal<..bn(s ~ ai)n(s + 131) + K11<i11(s ; y~ )n(s + y ~)] 
(S.2.4) 
2 
Hn(s + Yi) n(s + Pi) U(s) 
= = V(s) 
Theorem 5.2.1. Gil,, the voltage transfer function for a composite 
two-port consisting of an active two-port and a two-port containing 
only RL or RC elements can have complex poles and zeros. 
Proof: 
By Theorem 4.2.2 the de11omin.ator of Equation 5.2.4 can have com-
plex roots and by Theorem 3.4.1 the numerator may have complex roots. 
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Because ny Sn~ or na' the degree of the denominator is given by 
if no cancellations occur. In which case, the degree of the numerator 
is 
Theoretically, nyz may range from zero up to np, so that nv - nu= 
o, 1, 2, 
However, for the active two-port defined in Chapter II, .the tendency is 
for 
(5.2.7) 
unless k21 is reduced until the active two-port is no longer active. 
Since this is undesirable it will be assumed that Equation 5 .. 2.7 holds. 
That is, the synthesis procedure should be such that the root shifting 
should enhance the natural tendencies. 
The effect of specifing "L and "-s on the zero shifting of "ii is 
as follows. The zeros, of the composite two-port parameters, Ajj' which 
exhibited proximity with the zeros of;,.~., will move toward the poles 
JJ 
p 
of "-ii since ;,.1 and AS are positive constants. In fact, for cascaded 
a a 
stages and where ;,.ii < Ajj, the zeros of Ajj will be in the neighbor-
hood of the zeros of "-ii, which are close to the poles of "-li• For 
examples, if the transistor is the active device, the zeros of h22 and 
y22 will move into the neighborhood of the P.i I s whereas, it is the zeros 
of zu and g11 that are moved from the ai's to the pi's. Since Ag and 
"-L affect the pole-zero structure of the voltage transfer function only 
a a 
by adding to 1..11 and Azz respectively, the active two-port may be con-
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a a 
sidered to be a two-port with a x11 and a x22 which are the result of 
the sum of the original two-port 11.u and i\s and 11.1 • If As = i\22 and 11.1 
= i\11 , which occurs for cascaded stages, then the net effect is to 
create an active two-port that is synunetrical. Therefore, one charac-
teristic of an active two-port is no longer available to shape the 
pole-zero structure as before. Instead, the ai's and the l:li's will both 
be close to the pi's as will be the yf•s. This only leaves the zeros of 
the yi's to be placed by selecting the location of the zeros of the 
passive two-port parameters. 
5.3 General Synthesis Techniques. The instructions for synthesizing 
voltage transfer functions are as follows: 
1. Plot the pole-zero structure of Gi\ on the s-plane. 
2. Determine na, n~, 1\' na, nb, nz and np from Equation 5.2.5, 
Equation 5.2.6 and Equation 5.2.7 and from passive con-
siderations. 
3. Write down the general form of the passive parameters. 
4. Place the Pi's such that the ai's, pi's and Yi's are in the 




Place the zeros of yp at the points the y1. 's are needed to 12 
achieve the desired root-locus track. 




indicated in Chapter III, to verify the resulting pole-zero 
plot of instructions four and five. 
Sketch the root-locus of G ')-, 
Determine the necessary gain constant. 
With respect to instruction number two 1 A passive requirement is 
that nz must not exceed np for the hp and gP parameters; however, 
for the zP and yp parameters, n may .be one larger than n. Further, 
. z p 
for the Yil' gll and hll parameters the zeros of yii' g11 and h22 will 
be to the right of the given pi, while the zeros of zii' g22 and h11 
will be to the left of the given Pi• This occurs because the locus of 
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the zero movement lies between the poles and zeros on the real axis and 
the first critical frequency for the first group above is a zero, while 
it is a pole for the latter group. 
It is immediately apparent from inspection of instruction number 
four that certain specified voltage transfer functions may lead to in-
compatible constraints. While certainly the inability to synthesize all 
voltage transfer functions is undesirable, the ability to determine 
those that cannot be realized is also important. Also, since the p.•s 
i 
always appear in G )\, regardless of whether they are desired, their 
effect on the circuit may be minimized by placing them some distance 
further from the origin than the dominant specified critical frequencies. 
Furthermore, by permutting the parameters defining)\ 0 , G may become a 
current transfer function, a transimpedance or a transadmittance function. 
Because of their similarity, G ~ will be considered to be a voltage 
transfer function i.e., a transvoltage function. 
5.4 Synthesis of Filters. The preceding synthesis procedure wi11 
be used to synthesize and determine what filters may be synthesized 
using RC elements and active elements. The band pass filter is of par-
ticular importance to the synthesis problem. Band pass filters such as 
the Tchebysheff, the Butterworth and the Bessel are of particular interest 
because of their wide spread use and because their frequency response 
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approaches the ideal.· Depending upon the given specifications, one 
type is preferred over the other. For example, the Bessel filter has 
good transient response, no overshoot, but a very poor steady state cut-
off response. On the other hand the first two types have sharp cutoff 
characteristics, but a transient overshoot. However, all three types 
have two things in common. (i). The low-pass filters are all pole 
transfer functions. (ii). The poles are, in general, complex. These 
voltage transfer functions are normally obtained by using inductors and 
capacitors to achieve the complex poles. At low servo frequencies the 
inductors become prohibitively large and in solid state netwotks the 
inductors are not available so other means must be used to obtain the 
complex poles. With active two-ports defined as in Chapter II, the 
only possible way to achieve complex roots using only resistors and 
capacitors is to use feed-back·loops or in essence, use the topo-
logical two-port configurations specified in Chapter II. 
In order to achieve complex roots without the use of transformers 
and to maintain a·common terminal between the input port and the output 
port it is necessary to develop the procedure for the transvoltage 
function in terms of they-parameters. In terms of they-parameters 
Equation 5.2.3 becomes 
-
KaKbrr(s + ai)rr(s + Pi) 
n(s + pi) 
= 
2 -K2n(s +Yi) n(s + p1) U(s) 
= (5.4.2) 
K3 n(s + r 1) V(s) 
where the ri's are the 
l 2 
n(s + 'Yi )n(s + Yi ) • 
roots of KaKb rr(s + a1hr(s + ~i) + K1 K2 
For Equation 5.4.2 to be an all pole function 
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np = 0 = ny• However if np = O~ then from Chapter III and passive 
synthesis, it is known that na and n~ are equal to one at most. There-
fore the highest order filter possible is a second order filter. The 
order of an all pole filter is the degree of the denominator polynomial. 
Once again it is assumed that no cancellations are to be allowed between 
U(s) and V(s). If na = 1 = n~, then n8 = 1 = nb. This means that the 
passive two-port parameters must have a pole at infinity since np = O. 
Because no private poles are allowed; the passive two-port must have the 
form 
(S.4.3) 
However, by Theorem 4.2.2 if the numerator degree of the passive two-
port exceeds the denominator degree the ultimate placement of the roots 
of the bracket term of Equation 5.4.1 will not be a function of A of 
the active two-port. Hence, there is no guarantee that complex roots 
will exist. 
Therefore, in order to achieve a filter with the all poles charac-
teristics, say, of the low-pass Butterworth filter, n must be all.owed p 
to be larger than one. The effect of these poles must be minimized by 
making the poles five to ten times larger than the cutoff frequency. An 
example of the synthesis procedure for a Butterworth filter will now be 
worked out. 
Example '.'i.4.1. Synthesize a low-pass second order Butterworth 
filter with a normalized cutoff frequency ~f cue radian per second. 
The degrees of the various polynomials are determined as in-
struction number two indicates, In order to achieve minimum pole-
zero sensitivity with respect to the active and passive network the 
yi's will be forced to terminate on the zi's of the passive network. 
This requires that n = 2 and in order to have a minimum number of un-
y 
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wanted poles np = 2. From passive synthesis it is known that na and n(3 
cannot be less than two. The general form of the passive two-port will 
then be 
Ha(s + a1)(s + a2) 
(s + P1)(s + pz) 
a(s + s1)(s + s1) 
(s + P1)(s + Pz) 
a(s + s1)(s + s1) 
(s + P1)(s + pz) 
Ha(s + a1)(s + a2) 
(s + P1)(s + Pz) 
(5.4.4) 
Note that a symmetric two-port is specified since the only requirement 
on the ai's, bi's and pi's is that they will be removed from the dominant 
critical frequency. The pi's will arbitrarily be set four times larger 
than the filter cutoff frequency, say, at 4.1 and 4.2. From a root= 
locus plot it is known that the a, 1 s and o. 1 s will lie somewhere be-
l. l-13. 
t tl I d I ween 1e ai s an Pis. The a/s, interlaced with the pi's, will be 
placed at 4.1 and 4.3. Now a should be selected such that k21 > a so 
that the 'Yi2•s, which appear in the numerator of G )s. , will also be 
four times larger than the cut-off frequency. Further, a should also be 
selected such that a> k12 • This will insure that the Yi's will rest 
on the desired zeros of -yp in accordance with Equation 3,6.9. 
12 
Rewritting Equation 5.4.1 for this example gives 
2 2 
·K2(s + Yl )(s + Y2) 
1 -· .. 2-ri + K1K2(• +nl)(s/y/)(s +y2 )(s +y2 )J 
[ KaKb (s + a 1) (s + a2) 2 · 
. . . . 
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1 
KaKb(s + Y1)2(s + y2)2 
(s + P1) (s + P2) 
(S.4.5) 
Because it is necessary that r 1 and r 1 terminate on their ultimate 
destination it is desirable to have K as large as possible. This is in 
contrast to other procedures where the roots passed through the desired 
location and a particular value of K was determined. 
K= (S.4.6) 
Inspection of Equation 5.4.6 shows that k22 has been replaced with k11 
because the non-symmetrical nature of the active two-port was destroyed 
as is often the case for cascaded transistor stages. Because.the ai's 
and Si's do not affect the root-locus plot, it is not necessary to 
select Ha such that a 1 and 131 terminate on the pole. Therefore, Ha may 
be selected such that the largest K will result. From passive synthesis 
it is known that a cannot exceed Ha 1 so Ha should be chosen such that a 
may have the proper magnitude(9). The two-port y-parameters for a good 






By selecting Ha to equal k11 and by magnitude scaling the expression 
for the passive two-port that will achieve a Butterworth filter low pass 
response becomes 
-l~ 
l x 10 (s + 4.l)(s + 4.3) __ .. _ ..·-~~-·, -8 x l0- 5(s2 + 2~s + 1) 
(s + 4.2)(s + 4.4) (s + 4.2)(s + 4.4) 
-8 x 155(s2 + 2~s + 1) 
(s + 4.2)(s + 4.4) 
1 x 10-4 (s + 4.l)(s + 4.3) 
(s + 4.2)(s + 4.4) 
(5.4.8) 
The zeros of Ylz are selected to be the zeros of the Butterworth 
polynomial and the poles of Ylz are the same as the poles of Yli· From 
the initial discussion in this section and from Example 5.4.1 it is ap-
parent that the synthesis of all pole functions or filters, without al-
lowing pole-zero cancellations to occur, is difficult. Computer runs of 
the frequency response for the transvoltage function of the above two-
ports verified this. That is, the response was not ideal. This is 
particularly true of high order filters. One reason for this is that 
the pi's show up as zeros in the transvoltage function. It is then nee-
essary to make them larger than the cutoff frequency by a number of 
octaves, This creates difficulties which may be observed from inspection 
of Equation 5.4.9. 
1 + 
1 2 
KlK2 n(s + Y1) n(s + Y1) 
(S.4.9) 
KaKb n(s + ai) n(s + ~i) 
The root-locus plot of Equation 5.4.9 determines the poles of V(s). It 
is necessary in a n th order filter for n roots to have close proximity 
to 
1, 
then Yi s. For this to occur K1K2/KaKb must be larger than the 
product of the IS• ai ' however, the ai's are located between the poles and 
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zeros of 1!1 and the larger the pi's are, the larger the a1•s will 
be •. For the extreme case the roots of V(s) will be closer to the ~i's 
1 
than the Yi 1 s. Therefore in order to achieve an all pole transvoltage 
function, pole-zero cancellation must be allowed if the poles are 
driven into their ultimate destination. 
Example 5.4.2. Synthesize a high-pass second order Butterworth 
filter with a normalized cutoff frequency of one radian per second. The 
transvoltage function of a second order Butterworth fqter with a 
normalized cutoff freque~cy of one radian per second is given by, 
s2 
s2+ [2g+l 
Although this function cannot be realized exactly because the poles of 
the passive parameters appear in the ntunerator, the poles, Pl and p2, 
may be placed very near the origin, say at .06 and .1. Providing the 
a.'s are interspaced with the p.'s, they may be arbitrarily placed along 
i i 
the negative real axis, say at .05 and .09. As in &~ample 5.4.1, the 
passive two-port is synunetric. The numerator of yp is the second order 
12 
' Butterworth polynomial. By an argument similar to the one given for 
Example 5.4.1, the passive two-port must have the general form given by 
Equation 5~4.4. Therefore, 
(s + .05) (s + .09) -a(s + [2s + 1) 
~ij] = (s + .06) (s + .1) (s + .06)(s + ;l) (5.4.10) 
-a(s + ~s + 1) (s + .05) (s + .09) 
(s ·+ .06)(s + ;l) (s + .06)(s + .1) 
The figures are drawn according to the synthesis instructions as follows. 
The idealized pole-zero plot of a second order high pass filter is shown 
x 
Figure 5.4.1. The Idealized 
-Butterworth Filter. ' . 
G . ;:: 
s 
Pole-Zero Plot of a Second Order 
2 
s 
s 2 + 12 s + 1 




Figure 5.4.2, The Root-locus Plot of the Bracket Term of Equation 
5.4.11 for a Second Order Low-pass Butterworth Filter. 
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.I .9 .06 .05 
Y; 
(c). y21 • 
Figure 5.4.3. The Root-locus Plot and the Pole-zero 
Structure of the Individual Parameters. 
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in Figure 5.4.1. Assuming an active two-port such as given by Equation 
5.4.7, the transvoltage function becomes, 
= 
2 2 
Kz(s + ~l )(s + Yz) 
~ + K1K2(• + Y11)(: + Y21)(s + Y22)(s + Yl2) J 
~ KaKb (s + a 1) (s + a 2) 
. . . 
1 
2 2 
KaKb (s + a1) (s + a2) 
(s + p1)(s + p2) 
(5.4.11) 
Figure 5.4.2 shows the root-locus plot of Equation 5.4.11. The in-
dividual parameter plots are shown in Figure 5.4.3. 
Once again it is desirable to make K1K2/KaJ.S, as large as possible. 
2 2 
Further, ~l , ~2 , pl and p2 may be made as close to the origin as 
. 1 
desired. This allows the poles of Gy to ultimately end on the yi 's as 
desired. Figure 5.4.4 shows the magnitude frequency response of the com-
posite two-port obtained by programing Equation 5.4.11 on a computer. 
See Appendix C. Inspection of this figure shows the roll off is about 
lOdb/ octive instead of the idealized 12db/ octive for an ideal filter. 
This is due to the zeros not being exactly at zero. The responae is down 
3db at one radian. Therefore it appears feasible to achieve a high-pass 
filt~r response using only RC elements and active devices. Further, the 
problem has been reduced to that of synthesizing a passive twoport 


































6.l Results and Conclusions , The general results of this thesis 
are as follows. Active two-ports were classified and the pole-zero 
structure of the generalized composite two-port parameters were de-
termined. The necessary conditions which tQ.e: overall :comp·osit 
two-port_system functions must meet were derived, A synthesis tech· 
nique based on the theory of the root-locus was developed to synthesize 
these system functions. The end result of the synthesis method is that 
a passive two-port is specified. Or in other words the problem of 
active synthesis is reduced to passive synthesis where extensive methods 
and techniques exist. 
In particular, a restricted class of RLC system functions are 
synthesized using only RC or RL elements and active two-ports. The 
active two-ports contain only unmodified active devices that do not 
exhibit negative impedance. The non-reciprocal and unsymmetrical 
nature of the active devices are exploited. The procedure ultimately 
specifies an RC or RLpassive two-port. Further, the final network is 
not dependent upon a balanced bridge. The method of synthesis de-
veloped also indicates when certain passive network topology 
will not suffice. 
The actual synthesis procedure is accomplished using the y-parame-
ters. This circumvents the need for transformers and further, a 
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grounded network may be used. This is an import.ant fact in communication 
networks. 
Specifically, the problem of biquadratic driving point admittances 
was considered and an example was worked out. Also, an approximate 
second order Butterworth high pass transfer function was synthesized. 
The actual frequency response of the composite two-port transfer 
function was determined on an IBM 1620 computer. The frequency re-
ponse was very close to that of an ideal second order filter. 
6.2 Recommendations for Further Stu?.Y• In the strictly passive 
area there is a need to develop synthesis procedures using hand g 
parameters. In particular, the networks that have common denominators 
for the hand g parameter sets, respectively, need to be determined. 
Also, as more work is being done with two-ports, instead of just two 
parameters of the four, the sufficient condition for the synthesis of 
a passive RC or RL two-port needs to be determined. 
One area for future study would be the actual computer pro-
graming of the root-locus synthesis technique. Because the root-locus 
technique has been programmed numerous times to solve servo problems 
with good results, the same would be true here. 
The study could be broadened to include the ABCD parameters for 
cascaded stages, since these parameters would also add. However, RLC 
functions could not be synthesized with RC two-ports and active two-
ports •. The method would furnish .;; systematic approach to filter design 
of cascaded stages. Particularlyj whenever the stages are not isolated 
as in transistor circuits. 
Further, it appears that the extension of the root-locus method of 
90 
synthesis would be appropriate for the case where the active two00 port 
parameters are frequency dependent. For the high frequency case the 
composite two-port Aij' will have a denominator polynomial whose roots 
are known. The numerator will be the sum of two polynomials and may be 
factored such that the movement of the roots may be determined by root-
locus techniques. Also, their ultimate destination will be a function 
of the magnitude factors and hence, the ultimate pole-zero structure 
can be arranged as desired. This will allow the input impedance to be 
compensated for high frequency drop off and unil.aterization to be a-
chieved. Further, for the high frequency case it seems desirable to 
allow transformers. 
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A.l Sign Convention on the Passive Parameters. 
- p 
an(s + zi) p 
Y12 = = -yl2 
n(s + Pi) 
p +an(s + zi) p 
zl2 = = z21 
n(s + pi) 
p an(s + zi) p 
hl2 = ---····-·--·----· --- = -h 
n(s + pi) 21 
an(s + zi) p 
-gP = = g21 12 n(s + pi) 
a y 
Y12 = -k12 
za z 
12 = kl2 
a h 
\2 = kl.2 
a g 







z21 = -k21 
a h 
h21 = k21 
a z 
g21 = ~k21 
The requirements on the constants are as follows: 






B.l Statements Concerning Symbols. 
a. denotes zeros of Ai1· l. 
c:¥i denotes zeros of All, that is, 
bi denotes zeros of A~2. 
P· denotes zeros of A22. l. 





pi denotes poles of Alj· 
1 
denotes of Yi zeros "12 • 
'Yi 2 denotes zeros of "21 • 
Si denotes zeros of YIN. 
r. denotes poles of GA• l. 
qi denotes poles of I\ rn· 
n(s) .. 
l.J 













= denorninator of AP • 
ij 
= numerator of A· .• 
l.J 
= denominator of A· .• 
l.J 
= numerator of /\IN• 
= denominator of /\ • 
IN 
= numerator of G. 
II. 
= denominator of G. 
A 
96 
they have been shifted. 
97 
degree of numerator of 
p 
na = All. 
nb = degree of numerator ?f A.p • 22 
n = degree of denominator of A~ .• p 1J 
nCl' = degree of numerator of Au• 
n~ = degree of numerator of A22· 
n = z degree of numerator of "-ij' i /; j. 
1 degree of numerator of A.12. nyl = 
ny/ = degree of numerator of A.21· 
Dp = degree of numerator of /\IN. 
nQ = degree of denominator of !\IN. 
nu = degree of numerator of GA.. 





C.l Fortran Program for Computation of the Magnitude of Equation 
5.4.11 as a Function of UJ• 
w = .os. 
10 A = • 00036*(1. + (w/.06)**2)*(1 • + Cw/.1)**2) . 
... .. . ' 
B = • 00036*(1. + Cw/.06)**2)*(1 • + (w/ .1)**2). 
.. - . .. ' ..... 
C = 40.*SQRT((l. + (l.4*w + l.)**2)*(1. + (l.4*w-l.)**2)). 
D :::: .006*SQRT((l. + Cw/ .06)"<*2)*(1. + (w/ .1)**2)). 
GFCN = 8.686*LOG(A/(B + C*D)). 
Punch 12, GFCN. 
12 FORMAT (F8.4). 
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